Solemn Ceremony Sees Medusa Seven Selected

Olds of U.S. Steel and Mcloyd Top Banker, Are June Speakers

Was Commissioner For U.S. in Germany

Lawyer for Private Support to Schools

IRVING S. OLDS

Senate Committee To Approve Budget

Mr. Robert E. Hohmann, Scholarship Director of the Illinois Scholastics, who knows the M.D. from 1937.

Each year there are grants made available to the students of Illinois through an endowed fund which may provide up to $8,000 for a single grant, covering four successive years of college expenses.

The grants are awarded by Scholarship for Illinois Residents, Inc. on the basis of intellectual promise, personal leadership, outstanding character, and financial need. All awards are adjusted as carefully as possible to the student’s needs, and may be $100 as a prior to a student able to finance himself to $1,500 yearly as a total scholarship. All recipients are Illinois Scholastics.

The group named by Holland are Byron B. Beach of Peoria, Ward Carpen-

Thieving Hits Peak At Weekend Parties

Known today as Illinois Scholastics.


A spokesperson from Theta Xi said last night in a phone call that the house over the weekend were robbed of approximately $100. It is not known if any investigation by the Department was done.

A spokesperson for Theta Xi said that there had been no incident involving the house over the weekend. He also said that there had been no reports of any other incidents involving Theta Xi during the week.
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THE JELLY ROLL BLUES .

As the din of another weekend Ball floated into oblivion, class dance committees should have learned another lesson in the art of planning proms. Guests were heard expressing the opinion in relation to the music of Mr. Thoren, but that is of little concern to us. Our major concern is to point out that the Senior Ball Committee paid Mr. Thorholl $1,750 for his services, which by the way, other campuses got their money's worth or not, the dance was a success. For the class of 1953 it has little or no money with which to contribute in relation to money for a few hours' entertainment. When the $3,000 is not enough to maintain the company will be able to obtain more of the colorless tone. During its first years of existence the saxophone remained in almost complete obscurity and it was not until the late '20's that its possibilities were in any way realized.

The instrument came into extensive use with dance orchestras, and through experimentation musicians. Student was in Philadelphia for the first time in the autumn of '51.

The ad in the student and the noise of the saxophone offered the most individuality as applied to all...
THE TRINITY TRIPOD

May 6, 1953

Bethlehem Steel Co. Adopts Program to Aid Arts Colleges

The officials of the Bethlehem Steel Co., last week announced a new program which will financially aid approximately 45 liberal arts colleges. Trinity is included in the original group of institutions.

For every student from one of the 45 institutions who qualifies for the Bethlehem training course, the company will pay his college $5000. The plan is novel in the field of industry aid to education.

Treasurer J. Kenneth Robertson, in speaking to a Tripod staff member, said the college had received notification of the plan, and "was happy to be included by the officials of the company."

John F. Butler, Director of Placement, said that very few Trinity graduates in recent years have entered the Bethlehem course, the last one entering in 1948. Butler said that at other small companies have offered scholarships to students, but never money to their college.

Medusa Tapping

(Continued from page 1)

Jim Logan is a member of the Senate and for the past year has headed the Investigation Committee. A letter-winner in football, he was also secretary-treasurer of his class, Jim, a history major, belongs to the Alpha Chi fraternity.

Dave McKeown, a member of Alpha Delta Phi, won his letter in varsity soccer. He is a history major.

Fred Searles is secretary-treasurer of the upcoming senior class. An economics major and member of Alpha Delta Phi, he is also in the Glee Club, the Jesters, the Sophomore Dining Club, and is a junior advisor.

In a scene from the Jesters' "Man Who Came To Dinner" are L. D. R., Joe Wollenberg, Joy Ericson, Jeanette Kany, and Dave Kennedy. The show ran through yesterday.

WELL DIRECTED SUPPORTING CAST BOLSTERS WOLLENBERGER'S FINE LEAD

By CHARLES S. GARDNER

Tripod News Editor

Monty Woolley made the part of Sheridan Whiteside in "The Man Who Came To Dinner" so famous that it is hard to separate the two personalities. Joe Wollenberg has done an outstanding job in a difficult part, but hasn't succeeded in depersonalizing the original Mr. Whiteside.

A Good Play Done Well

There is much to commend in the Jesters' spring production. Adverse remarks seem picaresque when the difficulties of production are considered: Alumni Hall, large cast, innumerable props, etc. All. Even on the first nights, the play developed smoothly in the hands of a superbly coached cast. Kaufman and Hart wrote a play in which there is literally never a dull moment, the Jesters took advantage of a first rate play and never allowed it to lag.

After the obvious laudations to Director Nichols and star Wollenberg, it is imperative to commend the supporting players who sparked the cast and kept "The Man Who Came To Dinner" from being a one man show. Tony Erlen, in the part of Mr. Whitemides s attractively, showed a great deal of range in a part that demanded a lot of graceful standing. As an irate and well-to-do businessman, Clay Stevens was convincing. Of the ladies in the cast, Mary McLintock as Sarah, the cook, and Anne Morris as the gentle old hatchet murderess were unobtrusive but good.

Character Parts Entertaining

Bill Dobrovitz, Hal Ogden, and Myron Schoenberg handled their character parts amusingly; and Jeanette Carver showed a lot of sparkle as bedroom Prima Donna Lorraine Sheldon.

The play was excellently chosen for a party weekend, and a pleasant change from the very fine, but very heavy Jesters' productions of the past year. It was a fun play, and the cast conveyed their own enthusiasm to a very appreciative audience.
DelMastro and Crosier Excel as Bantams Derail Yale 13–8: Massachusetts Stops Streak at 4 Games with 5–0 Shutout

Dan Jessen's triumvirate, "you can't win if you can't score," applied on Thursday as the University of Massachusetts stopped Triton's winning streak at four games, with a 5 to 0 whitewashing. A capacity Bay State crowd looked on as the home team's Phil Tarpey bested Matt Wallace in a tight pitching duel.

Matt hurled a no-hit ball for five innings before he was tagged for 2 runs in the 6th, which came on a triple and two singles. In the eighth they rallied again and counted 3 times before Matt could put out the fire, but aside from these two instances he pitched an exceptional game. The Jestscremen had only two opportunities to score. In the initial frame, Chistolini walked with one out, Del Mastro singled, and Chisty went around to third. But when Mastro hit a hard grounder to the second baseman, the throw to the plate cut down Chisty. Magelizer singled to deep short, to load the bases. Then Phil gave Del a high bouncer back to the mound. During the next seven innings only Mastro got on base, and he was nailed when he tried to steal second. Wallace singled in the 8th, but he was left at first base.

In the ninth, DelMastro doubled with one out, but he was unable to advance on Mastro's infield hit. Then neither Magelizer nor Crosier were able to drive them in. Although Tarpey tased a commendable ball game, it was only the Bay State's top-notch hitting that allowed him to gain a shut-out. Wallace pitched well enough to win, but his mates could not hatch their hits or come through in the clutch.

Trin Bests Wesleyan on Links; Still Undefeated

With Jack Burrill and Jack North bounding the course, the Bantam linksmen rode on to their 3rd straight victory, by trouncing Wesleyan 19 to 7. In the final round, the Bantams held on to it and defeated the home team for the third consecutive year.

Captain Burrill came off the Wampum course with a 76, for the day's lowest count. North, with his brilliant play on the fairways, finished with a second-place 80. Dirk Stewart, the No. 4 man on last year's tennis team, was his match by 2 strokes. Chuck Burd came on with a strong finish to triumph over Jeff Loekhart after a long see-saw battle.

The Pappasmen will participate in the "New Englands" this weekend and at the moment they are seeded among 12 other colleges. The college recognition they won last year is gaining the reward.

Nothing-no, nothing-beats better taste and LUCKIES TASTE BETTER! Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?

You smoke, you smoke for enjoyment. And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a cigarette. Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother! Why? Luckies are made to taste better. And, what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco. L.S./M.F.T.—Luckies Mean Fine Tobacco.

For, so far, you want most in a cigarette... for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother taste of Lucky Strike...

Be Happy—GO LUCKY!

Wallace Hurls Well in Losing Effort

Four-run 5th Decides New Haven Game

Avenging a long series of defeats at the hands of Yale, the Hilltoppers came from behind last week and outslugged the Bulldogs 10 to 8. Hunt Del Mastro, who came out of his batting slump, and Dave Crosier paced the attack which sent four Bulldog pitchers to the showers.

Behind 4 to 0, Trin rallied in the 4th inning and made it 4 to 4 on Cross.

As in the first game, the Bulldogs came up in the 5th and slammed a 3-run homer over the left field fence to take the lead. Trin scored four more insurance tallies in the 8th before they were finished.

Charlie Wrinic went all the way for the Bantams, and only two Yale batters gave him trouble. Phil Mathias clipped him for 3 hits and 4 rbi's, and Bob Wallers collected 4 hits and scored 4 times. But for those two, Wrinic pitched creditable, striking out seven, and leaving nine men on the plates. Mathias' 3-run first-inning homer, put Charlie in a hole, but his mates were able to get him out of it.

Ell started, Curved Correlli, was driven out by Del Mastro's four-bagger, and reliever No. 1 was replaced after Hunt's 5th inning single. Trin tallied in the big 7th and the Bulldogs counted 4 times on Crosier's walk and singles by Ed Voorma, Wally Novak, Wrinic, and Del Mastro. In the eighth frames, doubles by Trin's and Norak, and Wrinic's third single, gave the Hilltoppers runs No. 12 and 17.

The box score:

Trinity
Ab. B. R. H. 2B 3B 4B
Hartford... 9 24 8 11 ... 1
St. John's... 3 3 11 6 1 1 1
Trinity... 10 8 2 3 1 1

Yale
Ab. B. R. H. 2B 3B 4B
Smith... 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
Yeomans... 3 2 1 3 1 1 1
Wrinic... 6 5 5 5 1 1 1
Crosier... 4 3 3 3 1 1 1
Wallers... 6 4 4 4 2 2 2

Totals...

Hartford...
St. John's...
Trinity...
Yale...

Totals... 41 14 27
8 11 4 3 2
13 16 27
2 3 2

COMPLETE SAVINGS

Society for Savings
The First State Bank
23 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

Pizza—Spaghetti—Grinders
CIVI'S PIZZA
7-6241 for Room Service
168 Hillside Ave., Hartford

A PORTABLE TYPewriter IS A MUST FOR EVERY STUDENT

Rentals
On All Makes of Machines
To Serve You Best
Call on
National Typewriter Co., Inc.
270 Asylum Street
Hartford, Connecticut
Telephone 7-1115
Trackmen Take Third Straight, Routing Coast Guard 79 - 47; Godfrey and Saypalia Amass Twenty-Eight Points in Romp

by JOHN BERMAN

Last Saturday, before a large rainy-day crowd, Coach Karl Kurth's talented trackmen rolled up their third straight win in dual competition at the expense of Coast Guard. The final score was 79-47 with the Blue and Gold picking up eight first places in swamping the New Londoners. Bill Godfrey and Bill Saypalia were the most prolific scorers for Triton. Godfrey brought home blue ribbons in the 100-yard and 220-yard dashes, and on the broad jump with Saypalia taking honors in the strong arm event, a first in the shot and discus, and a second place in the javelin.

In a brief rundown of the events, Godfrey and Law were one-two in the 100-yard dash and Godfrey repeated his win in the 220-yard dash. Law took another second in the 440-yard run and Peanfield picked up a third in the 880-yard run. Multland placed second behind the talented Hal Olson in the mile and Purdy capped the high hurdles followed by teammate Spider Shay. Law and Purdy were first and second respectively in the low hurdles and Godfrey and Hal Hibberd out-jumped their rivals in the broad jump. In the discus, it was a clean sweep for the Kurthmen with Saypalia, Kasiber, and Schenker grabbing all the points. Saypalia and Schenker repeated in the shot, and in the final event, Eberle and Saypalia wrapped it up with one-two showings in the javelin.

The Brains of the Team

Teamwork can work miracles. In a football game the man who spots these miracles in the quarterback. He's the man who calls the signals. There's a man who calls the signals for an Air Force flying team, too! They call him an Aircraft Observer. Do YOU have what it takes to become an Aircraft Observer? It isn't easy. It's tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother, you're SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment depends on you.

The AIRCRAFT OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO: As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing run, the man who controls the plane in the target area! As Navigation Officer, is the pilot's guiding hand on every flight! As Radar Officer, is master of a new science and operator of the device that sees beyond human sight! As Aircraft Performance Engineer (observer), is the one who "keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane inside and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that it stays there!

IF YOU can accept a challenge like this, you'll take your place beside the best—you'll find your future in the clouds! TO BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19 and 38 years old, have had at least 2 years of college and be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then YOU, too, can qualify. Today!


AND THEN, AFTER GRADUATION, you'll win your silver wings, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Force Lieutenant. You'll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career with a hand-picked crew of real men. You'll be THE BRAINS OF THE TEAM, a TRIPLE THREAT MAN . . . as a Bombardment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, as an Aircraft Performance Engineer.

THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THE SOONER YOU FLY!

GET THE DETAILS: Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Office. Or write to Director of Training, Headquarters, U.S.A.F., Washington 25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are in a school that has an Air Force ROTC program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics.

New Aircraft Observer Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Two Weeks

THE FORDHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

NEW YORK

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
 MAJOR IN THE FIELD OF LAW.

Member of the Association of American Law Schools.
Malcolm students must be College graduates and present full transcripts of College record.

Classes Begin Sept. 26, 1953
For further information, write to:
Registrar, Fordham University School of Law
60 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
Stickmen Defeated by Amherst Rally 6 – 5
Bowen, Mclea, and Lunt Stand Out in Loss

Defense Sags Again

By PHIL TRUXT

Despite a light mist that later turned into a driving rainstorm, Trinity’s game, but thus far unscored, lurched team took the field against the visiting Purple of Amherst. There was a fair crowd on hand to root Trin on in their attempt at winning their second tilt in five encounters. The final score was 6-5 for the visiting Ephesians.

McLea Registers Twice

Harry McLea opened matters for the Blue and Gold by taking a pass from Booth and finding the nets on a pretty play. This score came early in the first period and there was not much further action until early in the second quarter. This time it was Johnny Hignbothem who slammed the Blue and Gold by taking a pass visiting Ephm n. Home the second Trin goal of the night, McLea added a third score throughout.

Bo Coursen and Finding Lunt conv

Returning to the dance floor, it was Booth who followed McLea in the final period and at the half, Trin led 3-1.

Last Minute Fatal

The third period saw Lunt score with a short shot, but Phillips and Aptherp of the Purple followed with quick goals to cut Trin’s lead to 4-4. Last converted again as the final session opened, but Aptherp came back with a clipper for Amherst, then led the game with goals by Phillips and Cruikshank in the final minute and ten seconds.

Bowen Shines Brightly

Credit should be given to our diminutive goalie, Charlie Bowen, who turned forty-eight enemy bids away and played a whale of a game throughout.

Don’t you want to try a cigarette with a record like this?

1. THE QUALITY CONTRAST between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the country’s six leading cigarette brands.

The index of good quality table — a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine — shows Chesterfield quality highest

...15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than the average of the five other leading brands.

YEARS AHEAD OF THEM ALL!

2. First to Give You Premium Quality in Regular and King-size ... much milder with an extraordinarily good taste — and for your pocketbook, Chesterfield is today’s best cigarette buy.


For well over a year a medical specialist has been giving a group of Chesterfield smokers regular examinations every two months. He reports ... no adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses from smoking Chesterfield.

BEST FOR YOU

Copyright 1953, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.